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... December 6, 1985 
"i5Ei~"Friends: .f . ···.:;.h ....... 

At the end of the 1985 calendar year I wil~.be leaving the Texas Rangers. This is a decision 
that began to form back in August and I informed the Rangers of my intentions in mid-September. I ,--. 
disco~ered that I was no longer.enjoying my work, a very disturbing thought as there was no other 
passion 'in my life. It is my desire to generate new passions in my life and perhaps stoke up the old 
flame ,or this work. Sometimes I fe~l all I nee~ is to get back to more original research and I will 
begin to.~enjo~{this endeavor again. 'Whatever the case, I knew I could not remain in this job as it 
stands' now and be happy. I lose a little financial security, but personally I cannot afford to be 
unhappy ~.: . . :, 

" . At preselJt I· 40 not see 'myself. sev:ering myself from baseball or sabermetrics at all. I will 
do one' .'Pook .. on baseball and prObably a s~ond. I research and write most of the brief radio spots, 
If A, Page., trom Baseball t s Past_" .Those of ,you 'who live around Texas, Detroit, Kansas City, Baltimore, 

::'Toronto and Milwaukee will have a good. chance to hear some of these in the 1986 season. I encourage 
you to write the radio station and tell tnem how you love the show, that it inspires you to dash out 
and buy the sponsor's product.,; .. 

I 'also am involved in designing a'baseball game that will. be based on the ongoing season 
like a Rotisserie League but with much greater realism. Plan on it for the 1987 season. I have also 
been approached about some work 'for a consultant to two clubs, one in each league'; And after a while 
I may return to Work with a major league organization with the job designed more to suit my sanity. 

Still, I'may just vanish from the baseball·world after a year or so and find my feet and 
happiness on ~ totally different path. Whatever, I would like to express my thanks for all the 

'support and assistance I have been given by the sabermetric community. For those who need to get in 
tOUCh, you might write me at 2201 Violet Lane, Arlington, Texas 76006; Telephone (817) 649-0293. If 
.you find you"are getting 'no response, tr.y me at 1943 Strait Tow Road, Crystal, Michigan 48818. 

The one thing I ask is freedom from questions about how I got my job with the Rangers, .what 
did I do for t~e Rangers, and what you could do to get a job in baseball. I have answered everyone 
of those letters for four years now, and it is time to stop. I will cover that in my second book, 
~~. . . 

, . In closing, I would like to share a favorite poem which has been on my bulletin board for a 
couple of years since it first ·.appeared in The Christian Science Monitor 0' Seen in this present l~ght 
it may explain why r am compelled to make t~ese changes. But t offer it to you my friends in the 
spirit· that it first hit· me. As unlikely as i~ may' seem, in this pOem is the spirit at the heart of 
all scientific inquiry. Can you see it? This is something I have tired to bring to my work in 
~abermetrics, and ~t is .what I wish to leave with you. 
'.' Craig R. Wrig~t. 

The transposition ' 

Ee:t:ore I used to strive 
for intellectual ac:quisition
a thin man bearing stones. 
But, now I have thrown out small reason. . .' .' 
and the tb:lughts ot the troubled mind. 
Now :i:: ai',happy to c:on:f.'ess 
that I do not know. 
And being ignOrant, toos, 
I 8IIl like:water, 
transparent as the spirit 
nurturing the ptenomenal lIOrld. 

. ". . 

.. ~ ... 

SometimeS I am like water 
swirling in quiet pools, 

. in hidden recesses • 
And' sometimes'like the meandering 

. water of rivers, .. 
, feeding the lands. 
Sometimes like the raindrops 

. and the congealed water 
of the JIIC)I.lI:ltain snow. . 
And sometiiDesthe tempest is lIlY pet'scn, 

.. raging with the waters 
of the mighty' sea. What water I am is decided solely 

by the breath that stirs me-
the God I love. 
And being, in profound plainness 
given to the simplicity 
of guiding IIIOticn. 
I 8IIl IIIYseU now and find 
that I Mve cast the stones 
of yesterday 
into the stream 
of perpetual tomorrow. 

David Sparenburg 
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IN THIS ISSUE: Obviously the preceding page represents' a major event 
in the world of sabermetrios.. Craig was the one man who \laS on the 
"inside .. 1t Now that's changed .. I suppose many of you will ask of 
Craig's deciSion, "how can he give up sueha neat job with a major 
league baseball team for nothing but unoerta1nty?--I'd quit my dull, 
everyday job to take his place in a minUte!" W9ll, keep this in mind; 
nothing is what it seems to be from the- outside .. Sometimes you have 
to get right in the middle ot. what you might oonsi~f." perfection to 
see it for what it really is.. Don't judge 'Craig by your own 
experience.. Remember, hets been tmre. tnly he really knows what he 
W$t'lts.. The ANALYST wishes Craig the best in whatever he decides his 
new passion is .. 8an1ty is everything .. 

Of course now that Craig will no longer be submitting, _ the 
rest, of you are going to have to piok up the slack. FS has done a 
lion· s share of the work over the past eight issues and now its 
somebody else I s turn. Craig's article OBSERVATIONS ON THE sroLEN BASE 
appears on page 5. ~ also, have Diok O'Brien on page 4 with 
SYNCHRONICITY .AND THE DOUBLE PLAY ... Bill James is on page 10 with 
PERIPHERAL AND IDENTIFYING CHARACTERISTIC'S OF GROUND-BAIL AND 
FLY-BAlL TYPE PITCHERS. Mark Pankin adds RUN ESI'IMATION BY GAME-LINE 
ASSFMBLYon page 17.. A pretty heavy line-up folks. Next time ~ 111 
have pieces from Mike Kepf and Jess ·Boronioo .. 

ABOUT·THE roVER: Another. Joe Schwind original .. 
Joe is especially incensed about the failure 
of the Hall of Fame to recognize many of the 
:In:t;ergalactic players who have added so much 
to the game.. Many have been subjeots of his 
drawings .. 

r 
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SYNCHRONICITY AND THE OOUBLE PLAY 

In the lIOUf), "The Eagle .Bas Landed" j Robert :ouvul plqs a German colonel 
who 1I1lste~ a plot to lddnilp Winston CbxIrchill. Duritlg the early mo
·.nts of the film he aso his aide if he is failiar with the works ot Dr •. 
. Carl Jung, the noted. Swiss psychologist"'Psychiatnat. He'.goes on ~o mention 
J'lmgr$ concept of qnehromcity ... the fortllitou co1ncidence of either pro
pi tiolm or inOpportune timing ..... a factor that can.and frequently d08.S ai thar 
ab on or 'cat~e a seClUence of events that cm il'apact history or personal 
·lives. ,The idea. of fate as a. Significant factor is ir&herent utbin the con
.cept. All. the best laid. plans MY be either c~ted. or Degated. .. ·.by the 
Slightest varia.tion in. timing, either by the planner or 'his oppomnt.;·· In 
either case the require_ntof a.ecvately detem1n:iJ1g the reaction of your 
oppomnt .,. be the difference between success aM failure. 

. . 
. Does syncm-omntt..,. apply in the use of the double play strategy? 

At best" double plays are successful 24% of the tu.e when attempted .. * 
Since only' S% of ~rs from first base score' and 20%' trom. second base J 

the use of the double plq strategy lIlU8t come into ~cm.G (See pp. 224, 
266, 1985 :n:b.s Baseball'!nalpt~G Traditionally, getting two outs for the 

. price of one batted Sill l'iii _~ri.sed baseball UTellS into think::i.ng its 
:reward is worth whatever its cost. If the standard tlUUmgerial cliche is, 
-We just take one game a:t a time,- W'h:1 donlt they believe in taking one out 
at a time! Because the appeal of two for the price or one is greater than 
one at a time.. It's simply a matter of greed.. Proportionately.9 men second
basemen have been put out of action attempting the double play than going tor 
IlL single out.. ADd while a double play usu.all)" requires the ball. being bandled. 
by three plqers rather t.hm two, tbe possibility ot misband.l:lng: the ball is 
further increased..· . 

One suspects that far too often, managers Q'e obsessed irrationally, bT"tb.i!"l 
presence of a :runner on first base to the exclunon of their pr.i.DtU7 concern; 
getting the batter to make an out according to 'hls pattern of predictability .. 
"Getting two outs tor the price of one is strictly speaking, a boms situation 
to be sought,bbut only as a residual effect of the p~ effort ... getting 
one man out tor certain.. How 1ll&llY" times have we seen a shortstop throw to 
second before he has the ball or the secondbueman bungle a pi Tot in .his haste, 
ctrop a t,brow or threw it into the middle of next welt.. It an;y one or more of. 
theae ocCur we end. up with no one out and :runners. at tirst and second. 

It we face a contact" high-average spray hitter or an upper-cutting, low
average slugger in ~ double play situation, are We going to play for one out 
or two? Snplo.nng th~ uwal, de!ensii'e strategy .tor each of the above type 

.4t A 24% doabl.e play ftccess rate is 8. ballpuok p.estiaw. «.rbill contention is' 
bped on 2191 DPs in the AL with 9101 l"\mMrs on .1'lrst bue 1iIi tb less than tw 
wts;: 1729 DPa 1n the Nt with 7l11l'\U1Mrs. Adm1ttedly» not III d.oubl@ plays 
occur 1d.th 1"'I.mMrs on tir:st, but ... _11, you undeIrstaM thfll thought process .. 
Also, OM can strike out into a double play» but this Il.ternative does nothing 

. to . "ri. tia'W .the thrust 0.1' the U'gwMlnt... .'. . .. ' . 

(Continued on p~9'e 20) 
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CRAIG WRIGHT: 

OBSERVATIONS ON THE STOLEN BASE 

DATA: Steal attempts as well as straight pick-offs in "the American and 

National League games covered by Project Scoresheet in 1984 (thanks guys). 

TREA'IMENr: I.eagues studied seperately, broken down between REP and I1:IP as 

well as breaking into, thirds the steal attempts according to non-intentional 

walk averages of the pitchers. Also noted were each pitcher's base runners 

in the fom of' hits plus hit-?y-pitches plus Walks. 

In regard to the differences 'between I1lP and REP we now have clear evidence 

that the I1:IP is tougher to steal on. In both the National league and .American 

League the steal success rate against REP was about 12% greater than against LBP. 

The number of steal attempts per base runner was also much higher against the LHP. 

Overall there were about 23% nnre steal attempts against the REP versus the IE? 

What was especially interesting to note is that the edge enjoyed by the LBP 

is 99% their ability to pick runners off after they break for second (pick-off 

caught stealings). In both leagues the steal success rate without the pick.-off 

caught stealings was nearly identical between REP and I1:IP. 

STEAL SUCCESS RATE WITIDur PICK-OFES 

LBP 

RHP 

.6875 

.6882 

NL 

\ .7481 

.7545 

That surprised me as I assumed the runners would be a little slower taking off 

against :'·a·~ lefty as they would realize the lefty passes that point of absolute 

ccmnittment to hane plate over first base a fraction of a second later than the 

right-hander.. That apparently is not so. They seem to generally run off the ,same 

cue regardless of whether a righty or lefty \v.nich gives no edge either way to the 

catcher but does lead to rrore than a few runners taking off too early against LHP. 

The pick-off caught stealing rate per base runner is 127% greater for LHP canpared 

to REP (10.9 per 10QO base runn~rs versus 4.8). 



Do base stealers run less against lefties ~ause they are likely to be 

less successful or because it is harder to get a safe jump off a lefty? I am 

not sure how we will ansWer that one, but I expect it is a ccmbination of the . . 
two.. If one 'needs to be more selective against a lefty, that would mean the 

hit-and-run play and .ordered steal.attempt should be more dangerous with a 

lefty. 

What factors influence the frequency of stolen base attEn1Pts? Certainly 

the leagues make a difference due to a number of factors including (1) higher 

steal success rates on the artificial turf surfaces which are more prevalent in 

the National League (2) the defensive speed. that is especially attractive in 

artificial turf is easily converted to offensive speed (3) the lack of the DH 

and fewer offensive parks in the National Leagues creates a higher relative value 

for the stolen base and a reduced cost for the caught stealing. 

Certainly, the steal success rate influences how often the steals are 

attempted, not just out of the fear of being caught but that a lower steal 
. . 

success rate would also suggest that generally the pitcher is mechanically 

tougher to get a jump on •. Even within the groups of lefties and righties the 

attempt rate seems to follow inversely the success rate. 

As to the theory that stealers run more against wild pitchers because there 

are more opportunities (pitches) that continues to appear to be no more than 

a minor influence. The theory appears. stronger than it is because the wilder 

pitchers tend to throw harder and generally have more exaggerated mechanics that 

are easier to get a jump on. In both leagues, for both righties and lefties, the 

pitchers with the higher wa.lk averages had. higher steal success rates against 

them to go along with the increased attempts per base runner. . 

Besides that overlap of poor control and higher success rates, the "OPPOrtunity. 

theory" sinks even further when you look at the exceptions in the high and low 

walk groups. Invariably you will find the exception in the good control group 
.. 

is saneone like Tan Seaver who in 1984, threw fewer pitches per batter as his 
. . 

non-intentional wa.lk average was only 2.21 and he averaged fewer strike outs 

'-



than the league norm. Yet Tan has a very slow delivery, allowed a high success 

rate (.867) and was run on a lot, a.1.nDst 50% m:>re per base runner than the 

American league average for his low-walk group. 

The exception in the h:igh-walk group would be saneone like Steve McCatty 

who was wild in 1984, averaging 61% mre non-intentional walks per inning than 

Seaver, but McCatty,' who does not throw hard, has s:imple quick mechanics and 
. . 

very .little leg kick fran the stretch. The result is only 11 steals in 18 tries 

and only 65 attempts per 1000 base runners ccmpared to Seaver's 108. 

There is one mre note of interest fran this study. The question has arisen 

mre than once whether straight pick-offs should count as a caught stealing. After 

looking at this data I would say, no, that· it should. simply remain a category 

credited to the pitcher but not against the runner "as a thwarted steal attempt. 

With the National league attempting 104 steals per 1000 base runners and the 

American league just 69, I would argue for a caught stealing designation for 

straight pick-off only if the National league averaged significantly Irore straight 
" . 

pick-offs per base runner. Actually they averaged slightly less than the American 

League (4.69 and 4.91). If anything, it would appear that the base stealers are 

being very slightly penalized with the present pick-off caught stealing definition. 

Still, it is a just definition as we see that there is indeed a jump in the 

number of pick-off caught stealing attempts in the running league, 9.32 per 1000 
" \1041hta. AI.. 

runners versus only 4.58rThe magnitude of that gap also suggests to me that 

part of the aggressiveness of the National League base stealer involves an 

anticipation of the best pitch to go on rather than. actually waiting for the 

pitcher to comnit to the plate. It could also be that the pitchers have developed 

better noves to first, but I still lean more to the fonner theory as the best 

m:>ve in the world cannot pick off a runner who knows the pitcher's mtion -

unless the runner tries to "cheat" by anticipating the pitcher's carmittment 

to the plate. 
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AMERICAN AND NATIONAL LEAGUE'S 

left-Handed Pitchers: 

SB-CS Straight 
Walk Avgs . (Not Pick-Offs) . P.O.CS Pick':'()ffs 

row 235-93 69 27 

MIDDLE 239-98 56 27 

HIGH 246-89 49 16 

TOTAL 720-280 174 70 

Right-Handed Pitchers: 

SB--CS Straight 
Walk Avgs (Not Pick-Off) P.O.CS Pick-Offs 

I.!JN 716-273 54 64 

MIDDLE 696-262 68 39 

HIGH 733-276 45 59 

TOTAL 2145-811 167 162 

PER 1000 BASE RUNNEBS LEP RBI? 

'Straight Pick-Offs 4.4 4.7 

Pick-Off Caught Stealing 10.9 4.8 

roMBlNE LHP AND REP: 

SB-CS Straight 
. ·Walk Avgs . (Not'Pick-Offs) ·P.O.CS 'Pick-Offs 

. row 951-366 123 91 

MIDDLE 935-360 124 66 

HIGH 979-365 94 75 

Steal Attempts 
Per. lOCO 

Stea1% . Base' Runners 

.592, 70. 

.608 67 

:640 88 

.613 74 

Steal Attempts 
Per 1000 

Steal% Base Runners 

.686 86 

.678 90 

.695 97 

.687 91 

Steal Atte:npts 
Per 1000 

Steal% Base Runners 

.660 81 

.659 82 

.680 94 



Bill James 

PERIPHERAL AND IDENTIFYING CHARACTERISTICS 
OF GROUND-BALL AND FLY-BALL TYPE PITCHERS 

One o£ the important bits o£ information released by the 
g~!~!_~~!~E~~~_~B~~Y!~ was the groundout/£lyout ratios o£ 
all pitchers. This is information that analysts of the game have 

. needed for many ye~rs, and which we still need £or many pitchers 
not covered in the present work, including minor league pitchers 
and those £rom the past. Perhaps more importantly, we also need 
to identi£y ~~~~ groundball/£lyball tendencies, which are 
essential £or the interpretation of de£ensive statistics, and 
which are not carried in the Elias book. 

Since we have good in£ormation £or the 1984 season, it is 
now possible to develop better ways to identi£y and ciassi£y 
groundball pitchers. What are the characteristics o£ such a 
pitcher? Can one study the record o£ a pitcher and estimate 
accurately the percentage o£ his outs which come on ground balls 
and the percentage which come on fly balls? What is the most 
accurate way to do that? This article is an e££ort, a £irst 
e££ort with the good data available, to a~dress those questions. 

PART I 
DATA AND DISTINCTIONS 

I began by £orming £ive groups o£ 20 pitchers each. 
Three were £rom the American League two £rom the National. I'll 
discuss the American League study £irst. 

A. AMERICAN LEAGUE 
The American League groups considered all pitchers 

without any innings cuto££. The groups were £ormed by the 20 
with the highest groundout/£lyout ratios, the 20 with the lowest 
groundout/flyout ratios, and the 20 who were in the exact center 
o£ the league. The groundout/£lyout ratios o£ the top group 
ranged from 1.57-1, £or Dave Rozema, to 2.75-1, £or Bob Stanley. 
The central group ranges £rom Mark Clear, at .99-1, to Jay 
Howell, at 1.08-1. The lower group ranges £rom Bill Caudill, at 
.36-1, to Ken Schrom, at .71-1. 

Having £ormed the groups. I simply recorded all the 
pitching statistics £or the pitchers in the group, plus their 
assists total, taken £rom their £ielding records, and began 
looking £or any distinctions between them. I £ound several 
systematic di££erences, most o£ which could have been expected: 

!1 __ !h~_9~EHB9£~~!_B!~sh~~§_~!!E~~9_~~~~~_bEm~_~HB!~ The 
high groundout group allowed 195 home runs while facing 9,968 
batters, a rate o£ 20 HR/IOOO batters. The low ground out group 
allowed 269 home runs while £acing 10,464 batters, a rate of 26 

~----~HR/IOOO batters. The central group was, as expected, in the 

--~~ 

middle in this respect. . 
61 __ Ib~_9~EHB9E~~~_E!~sh~~!_~!~E~~9_~!~!~_!~S~!~!S~ 

~~!!!~ The high groundball group allowed 72 sacrifice £lie8; the 
low groundball group, in 5~ more at bats. allowed 92 sacri£ice 

~ 
I . 
~ .~ co.: 
~ 



£lie5. The central group was in the center in this respect. 
21 __ Ih~_g~2y~ga~bb_~!£EB!~!_~!b2~!g_m2~!_!~E~!~!E~_B!£! 

!eBn£§2~ The high groundball group allowed 87 sacrifice bunts; 
the low groundball g~oup allowed only 54 bunts. The central 
group, which pitched quite a few more innings than the other two, 
allowed 90,. so that they were,. again p in the 'middle in this 
respect (on a:per inning or per batter basis.) 

~1 __ Ih!_g~gy~ga~bb_~!~EB!~!_B~g_m~~I_!2~!_~!!!!~!~ The 
groundball pitchers were credited with 387 assists, which is 39 
assists per 1000 batters faced. The low groundball group was 
credited with 222 assists,. which is 21 per 1000 batters £aced. 
The median group was credited with 35 assists per 1000 batters. 

§1 __ Ih!_g~2y~ga~bb_~!~EB!~!_~!~!_Eh~~g!g_~!~h_m2~! 
YB!~~B!9_~!:!B!L con£irming a. £inding previously put :forward by 
Craig Wright. The groundball group was charged with 154 unearned 
runs, which accounted for 14%·of their total runs. The flyout 
group was charged with 102 unearned runs,. which is 9% o£ their 
total runs. The median group wasp again, in the middle,. with 10% 
o£ their runs being scored un-earned. 

§2 __ Ib§_g~QYngg~~~_Ri~Qb§~§_i§§y§g_mQ~§_in~§n~iQn~~ 
~~~~§~ I hadn't anticipated this one, but the reason for'it is 
obvious: the groundball pitcher is more likely to issue an 
intentional walk to try to set up a double play than is a 
£lyball-type pitcher. The groundball pitchers issued 88 
intentional walks; the £lyball group issued 70. 

7he median group,. which had £ewer relie£ pitchers than 
.the other two groups, issued fewer intentional walks than either 
extreme group_ 

. Z2 __ Ih§_i~~g~~!_Ri~Qh§~§_~~§2_~§ng§g_~2_Q§_§~~i~§2Y~ 
E!~Eh!~!~ The groundball pitchers struck out 117 batters per 
1000 batters faced. The flyball group struck out 142 per 1000 
batters. The median group was in the center in this respect. 

~2 __ Ih!_g~2BngE~b!_E!~EB!~!_~!!2~!9_!2~!_h!~!~ The 
groundball pitchers allowed 242 per 1000 batters. The £lyball 
group 227 hits per 1000 batters. 

Those are the distinctions which I take to be 
significant: you may find others. The most effective pitchers. 
by £ar,. were the central group,. which had a composite record o£ 
189-144 (.568) with a 3.64 ERA~ The extreme groups were 
comparable in per£ormance,. the groundball pitchers going 138-141 
(.495) with a 3.77 ERA,. and the :flyball pitchers 144-134 (.518) 
with a 3.82 ERA. Counting unearned runs,. the £lyball group was 
more e£fective,. allowing fewer runs per 9 innings and having a 
better winning percentage; however,. the di££erence is small. 

Both groups had more relievers than starters, while the 
median group did not: 

GROUND BALL GROUP 
MEDIAN GROUP 
FLYBALL GROUP 

G 
755 
658 
793 

GS 
244 
360 
247 

CG 
36 
71 
31 

GF 
295 
144 
332 

ShO 
9 

12 
9 

Sv 
88 
22 

103 



The abbreviations',. for those of you who have stumbled on this 
article in your dent.ist. o:f:fice or somet.hing,. are :for ·'Games 
pit.ched,. Games St.art.ed, Complet.e Games, Games Finished,. Shuout.s, 
and Saves.·' The key point. is t.hat. t.he dat.a :for the extreme 
groups is similar. The rest of the dat.a will be presented in 
the same :form,. ,in case it. is o:f some use: 

GROUNDBALL GROUP 
MEDIAN GROUP 
FLYBALL GROUP 

GROUNDBALL GROUP 
MEDIAN GROUP 
FLYBALL GROUP 

, , IP H TBF R 
2326 2408 9968 1128 
2911.2 2799 12240 1307 
2452 2380 10464 1162 

ER 
974 

1178 
1060 

HB TBB 
51 828 
59 931 
50 910 

IBB 
88 
56 
70 

50 
1162 
1710 
1490 

B. NATIONAL LEAGUE 

WP Bk 
74 11 
76 10 
65 16 

HR 
195 
255 
269 

SH 
87 
90 
54 

Assists 
397. 
425 
222 

SF 
72 

102 
92 

From doing the American League study,. it was apparent 
that extreme ratios tend to be most common in small groups of 
innings,. and t.hus t.hat. t.here was a measure o:f random chance in 
them. When moving the study to the National League,. I decided it 
would be desirable to mitigate this e:f:fect by setting a 
100-inning minimum for inclusion in the study. In the National 
League,. I dispensed with t.he central gro'up,. which tends 
essent.ially t.o confirm the trends, and :formed only t.he t.wo 
ext.reme groups .. 

The upper groundball group consist.s of twent.y pit.chers 
with groundball ratios ranging from 1.40-1 (Larry McWilliams) t.o 
3.68-1 (Steve Trout). The low groundbal1 group ranges :from 
0.45-1 (Sid Fernandez) to 0.87-1 (Jose DeLeon). I will begin 
here by present.ing t.he dat.a: 

G GS CG GF ShO Sv 
GROUND BALL GROUP 841 374 53 249 17 99 
FLY BALL GROUP 787 437 49 185 13 61 

IP H TBF R ER HR 5H SF 
GROUND BALL GROUP 3106.2 3042 13063 1351 11S9 207 144 S8 
FLYBALL GROUP 3295.1 3124 13834 1516 1352 299 142 111 

HB TBB IBB SO WP Bk Assists 
GROUNDBALL GROUP 40 1038 139 1811 90 33 566 
FLYBALL GROUP 51 1061 88 1980 68 27 382 

It should be noted t.hat. the groundball pit.chers were 
somewhat. more e:f:fect.ive in t.he National League. The groundbal1 
group had a composit.e won/lost record o:f 170-165 with a 3.44 ERA 
(4.00 Tot.al Runs/9 innings),. while t.he :flyball group had a 
composit.e record o:f 180~198 wit.h a 3.69 ERA (4.23 t.ot.al runs). 
This would be consist.ent. wit.h Craig Wright's argument. that 
groundball pitchers tend to be more effective on artificial turf~ 
however,. it is very weak evidence in that. regard. 
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\ ~_,' In general _ all of t.he same effect.s which were observed 

in t.he American'League are also apparent. here. The groundball 
group allows fewer'home runs and sacrifice flies, has ~ore 
assist.s, allows more hit.s per inning, More sacrifice bunt.s and 
unearned runs, and gives more intentional wal~s. The flyball 
group strikes out more batters. 

There-are some differences. Perhaps t.he largest._ and 
perhaps t.he most. int.riguing discovery of the study--it will be 
interesting to see if.it holds up wit.h more research--iS that the 
sacrifice hit totals, which reflect a large and consistent spread 
in the American ~eague, are almost even in the two National 
League groups. That means, if it holds up, that the groundball 
tendency of the pitcher is a maJor determinant of when a bunt is 
ordered in the American League, but not in the National League. 
One can easily imagine why that might be so, but it is a large 
and significant finding, and should not be embraced too readily 
or trumpeted too loudly until it can be confirmed. 

Anot.her point of note is that. most of t.he indicat.ors--six 
of the eight.--would also point. toward there being more ground 
balls in the National League than in the American League. The 
National League has fewer home runs and fewer sacrifice flies, 
but more 'sacrifice bunts, more intentional walks. more pitcher's 
assists and more un-earned runs. The two exceptions are the 
weakest indicators--the National League has more strikeouts and 
fewer hits/batter. 

PART II 
DI5TINCTIONS NOT OBSERVED 

, There were a couple of t.hings t.hat. I expected t.o find in 
this study, but did not. 

1) I expect.ed t.o find the dist.inct.ion bet.ween the 
st.rikeout. tendencies of the different types of pit.chers t.o be 
much more ext.reme, and thus much more useful for identification, 
than it was. 

2) I would have expect.ed t.hat. t.he ground ball pit.chers 
could have been ident.ified by t.he rat.io between their innings 
pit.ched and their outs accounted for--that. is, that because the 
ground ball pitchers would get more double plays, these ·'excess 
outs" could be isolated and identified in the study. 

Not so. The distinction does exist, but it is not strong 
enough to be very useful. What I mean by outs/innings ratio is 
this: 

!Q!d~_~A!!gR§_fAgg~_=_HI!§_=_~A~~§_=_HI!_~dI~~gN 
INNINGS PITCHED TIMES THREE 

If all outs were account.ed for t.his would be 1.OO~ each double 
play causes the rat.io to drop lower. 

It is lower. In t.he American League, the flyout. group 
has an outs/innings ratio of .968; t.he ground out group of .957. 
In the National League, the ratios are .971 and .960. The lowest 
outs/inning ratio for any pitcher was for Juan Agosto, a 
groundball pit.cher in the American League, who had a rat.io of 



.916 (152/166). But the v~riQtion between individuQls is too 
large, and the' overall distinction too small, to be useful. 

3) I might have expected there to be more left-hQnded 
pitchers in the groundball group; this, at least, has been 
suggested. Not so "at all within this study; in fact, the 
concentration of left-handers was higher in the flyout group than 
in the groundout group in both leagues. In the American League, 
the groundball group contained 5 left-handers, the central group 
contained 5, and the.flyball group contained 6. In the National 
League, the groundball group contained 6 lefthanders; the flyball 
group contained 8. 

PART III 
CONSTRUCTION OF A PREDICTIVE FUNCTION 

FOR GROUNDBALL TENDENCIES 
I hQd hoped, on beginning this rese~rchp thQt I would be 

able to develop a way to estimate accurately what percentage of a 
pitcher's outs resulted from ground balls. It seemed to me that 
it should be possible--and it may still be possible--to develop a 
method that would take ~ pitcher's st~tistic~l line, look ~t the 
home runs, look at the sacrifice hits and the sacrifice flies, 
look at the assists, and SQy ··this fellow gets 41~ of his outs on 
ground balls." " 

I am somewhat disappointed with what I have. The best 
formul~ that I hQve developed tQkes ~n unimagin~tive form and 
yields decent, but not reliable, results. The fomrula is: 

GROUND BALL PERCENTAGE EQUALS .307 + 1.S4X 
where X equals: 

National League: 
<Pitcher's Assists - <Park AdJusted) Home Runs Allowed -

Sacrifice Flies Allowed + Intention~l Walks • Un-Earned Runs) 
divided by innings pitched. 

Americ~n League: 
<Pitcher's Assists - (Park AdJusted) Home Runs Allowed -

S~crifice Flies Allowed + Intention~l Walks + Un-E~rned Runs + 
Sacrifice Flies) divided by innings pitched. 

Before I discuss the ~ccur~cy of this formul~, I have to 
explain something. The way that Elias has chosen to state their 
data (I would probably have made the same choice for their 
purpose) tends to exaggerate the distinctions between pitchers. 
Comparing a pitcher with a ratio of .50-1 to one with a ratio of 
2.00-1 it looks like one pitcher has four times the ground ball 
tendency of the other--but it's really only two times. The one 
pitcher gets 33% ground outs, the other 67%. This is a 
consistent problem with the ratio-stated method; it always makes 
the differences look a lot bigger than they really are. Besides 
that, when estimating the percentage, you can't really estimate 
the ratio; you have to estimate the percentage and turn it into a 
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.. -j rat.io. I'm going. t.o deal most.ly wit.h "percent.ages" here ... not. 

rat.ios; a 1.25-1 ratio is 56% ground balls. 
For t.he groups o£ pit.chers discussed above ... t.his £ormula 

is acceptably accurate in assessing t.heir groundout t.endencies. 
I'll present t.he data in chart. £orm; that is"the American League 
high-groundball group can be estimated by the'£ormula above to 

.have gotten 65~9% o£ their non-strikeout outs on ground balls, 
whereas they actually got 65.1%: 

Estimated Actual 
AMERICAN LEAGUE .GROUNDOUT .659 .651 
AMERICAN LEAGUE CENTRAL .517 .507 
AMERICAN LEAGUE FLY OUT .372 .377 
NATIONAL LEAGUE GROUNDOUT .646 .. 668 
NATIONAL LEAGUE FLYOUT .432 .435 

AMERICAN LEAGUE". TOTAL .509 .509 
NATIONAL LEAGUEI' TOTAL .559 .543 

For many ingi~igY~l§ ... it. is also accurat.e. For mQ§~ 
individuals ... it. is re~sonably accurate. For example ... Jose DeLeon 
(estimated 40%1' actual 46%)1' Dave Dravecky (37%/46%), Andy 
Hawkins (50%/46%), John Candelaria (41%/45%), Ed Whitson 
(48%/45%) ... Pete Falcone (44%/45%) ... Mark Davis (39%/44%)1' Ed Lynch 
(48%/44%), Tim Lollar (37%/~0%>, Craig Le££erts (40%/39%), Bill 
Laskey (42%/39%), Joe Price (39%/38%), Rich Gossage (38%/35) and' 
Steve Trout (83%/79%). The £ormula yields below-average 
estimat.es for 17 of the 20 NL pitchers who were among t.he league. 
low in groundout/flyout ratio, and above-average estimates for 18 
of the 20 at. the top of the scale, although t.wo of them screw us 
up by going over the top--over 100%. 

It must. be assumed--and it is apparent--that these 
estimates are more accurate £or any group t.han £or t.he individual 
seasons wit.hin a group. For an analysis of a ~~~m, t.hen, 
the formula might. be good enough. But. for an analysis of an 
individual, t.he possibility o£ an error is st.ill too large. 

Take, for example, 3eff Russell, t.he young pit.cher 
recently acquired by the Rangers. 

Estimated: 68% 
Actual: 46% 

The formula is complet.ely of£, and t.here is not.hing apparent that 
we can do about it.. If you' look at. his st.at.s, you would swear he 
was a groundball pit.cher. He had 34 assist.s while pit.ching to 
787 batters, a higher.assists rate than most o£ the National 
League's top ground ball pit.chers. He allowed only 3 sacri£ice 
flies (an extremely low rate) and walked 8 batters intentionally 
(a high rate). He was a fraction worse-than-league in 
strikeouts and hits allowed per batt.er faced. He was near the 
middle o£ the league in'home run rate and un-earned runs.allowed .. 
Nothing about the record suggests that he would have one o£ the 
lowest. Ground Ball rates in the Nat.ional League--but he did. 

Craig Wright has said that. the pitcher's assist total is 



the best indicator of his ground-ball tendency, and he would seem 
to be right about that--but. there are anomalies. Russell .is one; 
Bob McClure is another. Comparing David Palmer and Frank 
Williams o£ the National League, I note that they have similar 
records (9-4,. 7-3) and reasonably similar ERAs. Palmer faced 444 
batters and had a ground outs-to- air out ratio o£ 2.25-1; 
Williams faced· 454 batters with a ratio of 2.19-1--yet Palmer had 

·only 13 assists,. and Williams had 35. 
Home Runs allowed (with park adJustments> and Sacrifice 

Flies allowed would probably be as meaning£ul as assists,. except 
that the numbers are smaller,. and thus require more time to 
become stable indicators.. All three o£ those seem to be 
basically straight-line indicators: that is, the percentage of 
ground ball outs that will become pitchers' assists seems to be 
about the same £or pitchers'who throw 65% ground balls as it is 
£or those who throw 35%. The percentage o£ £ly balls which leave 
the yard appears to be about the same for pitchers who throw 65% 
£ly.balls as it is £or those who throw 35%. This would' be very 
useful knowledge--were it not for the anomalies,. were it not for 
the fact that both categories are subJect to other factors, such 
as pickoffs at first base (1-3),. which Bob McClure gets in 
abundance,. and the fact that there are simply more hard-hit balls 
(hence home runs) off some pitchers than there are o££ others. 

The other maJor indicators--intentio.nal walks,. unearned 
runs,. possibly sacrifice hits--are also subJect to influence from 
several others factors,. and consequently don't show the same 
straight~line relationship to the groundball tendency. Perhaps 
some adJustments could be made £or other things which have an 
impact on the column,. and thus the relationship could be made 
more valuable. The remaining relationships--strikeout 
tendencies,. hits/inning records--are so vague as to be of 
questionable value in the identification of groundball pitchers. 

In any case, I am certain that it can be done better than 
I have done it here. The method that I have developed here is 
probably adequate for classification purposes. I noted early on 
in the study that one can make a surprisingly accurate 
classification of groundball/flyball tendencies in the American 
League by focusing on only two categories--sacrifice hits 
allowed, and sacrifice flies. Of the 20 American League pitchers 
with the highest ground ball rates, Qn!I_~ allowed more' 
sacrifice flies than sacrifice hits. Of the twenty with the 
lowest ground ball rates, !~ allowed more sac flies than sac 
hits.J That gives us a pretty good start on a classification 
right there,. and it leaves the two maJor categories--assists and 
home runs allowed--untouched. 

50 if you can improve on this system, great. That's what 
it's here for. 
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~. -) RUN ESTIMATION BY GAME-LINE ASSEMBLY 
by Mark D. Pankln 

In a recent Analyst arUcle. Bm James explaIned a computer Implemented technique to estImate runs 
from offensive contributions based on team total AB, H, 2B, 3B,. HR, BB, and R in individual gentes 
("Technique of Run Estimation by Game-Line Assembly'" Issue 17, April, 1985). Bill thought that the 
technique could be a sIgnificant alternative runs estimator, particularly for atypical cases, but that 1t 1s 
not practicaL In this article, I report on some fonow-up work I have done. It is almost like a "good 
news/bad news" story. The good news is that the technique can be implemented in a practical Wf1t/ J but the 
bad news is that there are questions about the accuracy of the method. However, the bad news is tempered 
because the method may work best for exceptionally high offensive performance, where there is the 
greatest need for addIt10nal run estimatIng technIques. Also. wIth a practical computer ImplementaUon. 1t 
may be possib Ie to modify the technique to work better for average performances. . 

This article first descrIbes the computer ImplementatIon, Including what I thInk are corrections to 
Bill's article, and makes it available to others who have the appropriate computer and software. Then, I 
discuss the results of the technique and some of the problems with it ' 

... 
Compuur Implementation. Bill developed a spreadsheet to carry out the game-line estimation 

technique on hIs Kaypro. I believe that there are two errors 1n his article. (No doubt that he wm let us 
know if I am wrong.) First in Section 3--The assessment, the five formulas in cens n4-r4 should use the 
absolute value of the differences rather than the differences themselves. Thus, the formula for n4 should 

c-< be 2*abs(h51-h4). I basethls on B111's idea of penalizing large dlfferences. W1thout the absolute values, 
two large differences, one postive and one negative, can cancel each other. Also, negative differences 
increase the suitability score, which does not maKe sense in light of Section 4. The second error is in 
Section 6--Re-Assessing the needs is in line 51. Bm shows formulas that use line 49, such as 
b49*( a51/a49) for b51 , 1n order to express the player's performance as if he had the number of at bats 
1n a51 (1500 1n his example). But 11ne 49 contains the totals of the games selected. not the player's 
record. He' re611y used line 1 to compute the numbers in the examp 1e at the bottom of the p~. The correct 
formula for b511s b49*(a51/al), and the formulas for the rest of line 51 are corrected in a similar 
manner. 

These corrections are provided in case anyone else wants to duplicate Bill's work. (I would not be 
surprised to find out I was the only one who was "cr81¥" enough to dig into the article. Thanks for writing 
it!) ~ he pointed out, the Kaypro implementation is not practical. The problem is not the fundamental 
technique. but the computer and spreadsheet software. Fortunately. the IBM PC and compatibles. which 
have much more memory, along with an advanced spreadsheet such as Lotus 1-2-3 can handle the 
game-line estimation technique in a resonable manner. I have a Compaq portable with 256K of RAM, and I 
use Lotus 1-2-3 to implement th1s run estimation method. (Th1s article, however, was written using an 
Apple Macintosh, so please don't ask me how to get the different type faces on an IBM PC.) 1-2-3 and a 
few other spreadsheet programs have several features that are extremely useful in this case. Powerful 
database functions permit the streamlining of Bill's section 4, selection of most desirable games. and the 
elimination of section 5, storing several totals of selected games. Wlth this elimination, there is no need to 
I1m1t the number of iterat10ns to a spec1f1ed flxed number. Instead. my set up has a taraet number of at 
bats, and games are selected until that target is ree.ched or exceeded. 

An even more useful feature 1s the "Macro" language bunt into 1-2-3. At a minimum 1t can be used _ 
to assign repetitive sequences of keystrokes to a single key J which greatly facilitates issuing the commands 
needed to run the spreadsheet. However»'1 carried this further and used the Macro language to automate 
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the enUre process. An the input player or team lines are entered in one area of the spreadsheet, and then a 
single key is pressed. The spreadsheet takes over and one at a time 10e the data for an individual player 
or team into line 1 as described in Bill's article and carries out the game-line selection, re-f.ISSe5Sment, 
and accumulation until the target number of at bats is reached. ~hen the final results are copied back to 
the input area and the numbers for the next team or player are loaded so the estimation process can 
repeal This goes on until an teems and players have been estimated with no additional attention needed. 
The time required for an estimation· depends on the number of game-lines, how strict the selection 
standards are, and the target number of at bats. I have loatEd158 game l1nes (all major league games 
from a recent week). When choosing the most suitable game only and using 2000 target AB, it takes about 
five to seven minutes for each estimation. Loosening the selection criterion to (4*best + avg.)/5 reduces 
the computation time by about half. Because t can start the pr(XJram and leave it alone while I do other 
things, this is a practical method for doing game-line based run estimations. 

I am willing to make this spre6dsheet available to anyone who can use il You must hove the Lotus 
1-2-3 spreadsheet software and a computer with at least 2561( RAM that can run il Also, you must know 
how to perform bastc spreadsheet operations and procedures such as loacHng and saving f1les 1n 1-2-3. I 
will provide a disk file with some instructions to help you, but this spreadsheet is not a fanct .. turn-key" 
product like those you can pay quite a bit for. On the other hand. the price 1s right -- FREE if you send me 
8 formatted floppy disk in a reusable disk mailer (if it gets to me, I probably can get it back to you in the 
samemailer).lfthissoundsliketoomuchtrouble.sendme$5tocoverthecostofthedisk.mailer J and 
postage, and I wm send you the spreadsheet. Please specify if you want the disk. formatted 1n a particular 
way. Otherwise, I will format it as 8 tracks per sector r double sided. My tdTess 1s 1018 N. Cleveland 
5t., Ar l1ngton VA 22201. 

Run Estimation Results. First, here are the results for the three players fn Bill's articles. 
The first line shows the actual data for the player. the second shows the tjame totals from my spreadsheet 
prorated to the same number of AB , and the third has the corresponding data th~ B ill reported. 

Player (Year) AS H 2B 3B HR BB Runs 

Enos Cabell (84) 436 135 17 3 8 21 62 (Runs Created) 
--PanKfn Estimates 436 135 17 3 8 24 61 
--James Estimates 436 136 17 4 8 21 64 

6us Ben (54) 619 185 38 7 17 48 101 ( Runs Created) 
--Pankin Estimates 619 185 38 6 17 49 83 
--James Estimates 619 185 38 6 17 51 98 

EtXiie Murray (84) 558 180 26 3 29 107 129 (Runs Created) 
--Panl<ln Estimates 558 179 26 3 29 105 125 
--James Estimates 558 179 25 5 28 67 121 

My estimates lire based on the 158 game-lines from all major league games p laved during the week 
of M8Y 12-18 as taken from The Sporting News box scores, one 1 ina for each team or two per game. I used 
2000 target at bats, and on each iteration the most suitable game only was selected to add 1nto the total. 
These comparisons ere quite bothersome. Enos Caben comes out about the same no matter hoW he is 
evaluated. [However, when I used games talcen from June 23-29, his estimated runs dropped to 39.1 
W1th Gus Bell J both of us match his actual data very closely. but B 111's estimate 1s much h1gher and closer 
to the basic runs created formula This difference is caused by Bill's use of only 20 game-lines, which 
contain one or two Gus Bell type games with more runs scored than the Gus Bell type tjame-lines in my set 
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of 158. [I get 85 estimated runs for Bell using June 23-29 games.] For Etkfie Murray, Bill misses badly 
on the walks. but his estimated runs is close to mine and the runs created. Again, this is probably caused 
by one or two of his game-lines being high in runs and home runs, but low in ~alks. [My June 23-29 
game-Hnes estimate Murray's runs at 124.] What all of this shows is that the game-line estimation 
method Is sensftlve to the particular game Hnes used. Obviously, 20 game-lInes are not enough, which 
B111 pointed out, but even with two sets of J 58 game-lines (combining them requires more than the 256K 
I have in my Compaq), there are troubling results. One 1s the huge drop (61 to 39) 1n caben's estimated 
runs between my two sets. Another 1s that the estimate for Bell Is so far below the runs created value 
while the estimate for Murray is not. The problem, if any. wIth runs created is that it tends to 
overestimate exceptionally high performance, which would lead me to expect a greater difference from 
runs estimated by game-lines in Murray's case than Ben's!E. the game-line estimation method is accurate. 

One test often used on run estfmatfng technIques Is to see how they work for teams. After all, we 
know how many runs a team produced in a given seoson,'so Of'tt/ method or formula worth its salt ought to 
estimate team runs wen. Unfortunately I game-line estimation falls oown badly on this score. J tested the 
method on the 1984 season totals for all major league teams and for the AmerIcan and National League 
totals. In general the estimates are wen below the actual runs scored, CNsr 100 runs too low for some 
teams. This was very disturbing, and my first thought was that there was something wrong with the 
spreadsheet set up or I had chosen an unusual weel<. The results did not change significantly when I used a 
different week's games (also 158 game-lines). I tried adjusting the penalty function, number of target at 
bats, game selection criterfon among other things. but nothing changed the fundamental underestimation. 
Then I decided to see jf I could find e raason for the low run estimates. After analyzing the game-line data 
in severa) W~J I believe the problem 1s that the run estimates are based on the overall average runs per 
at bat of the selected games. Team seasOn totals represent more or less average performance. Hence the 
game-lines selected for team wiJ1 tend to be taken from games near the center of the spectrum. However I 
as runs scored in a single game grows, the runs per at bat does not grow as rapidly. The fonowing table 
summarizes the data from the 316 game-l jnes in the two weeks used: 

Runs # of games Avg. R/AB lowAB HtghAB 

0 26 0.000 27 34 
1 36 0.032 21 40 
2 42 0.061 27 43 
3 49 0.092 24 48 
4 31 0.118 27 49 
5 34 0.139 27 55 
Q 33 0.171 .. 30 49 
7 27 0.201 31 50 
8 14 0.224 31 41 
9 7 0.262 31 38 

10 8 0.275 32 42 
11 5 0.282 36 43 
12 1 0.324 37 37 
14 1 0.341 . 41 41 
16 1 0.363 44 44 
19 1 0.413 46 46 

Up unm about 9 runs per game, each addftfonal run per game results In about 0.030 more runs per 
at bat, with the curious exceptions of going from 4 to 5 and from 7 to 8. Above 9 runs per game the growth 
in runs per at bat is much slower. Granted there are few games 1n the samp Ie at that level, it seems safe to 



St!If that the approximate relationship R/AB == 0.030*(RIS) that holds up to 9 RIG grossly overestimates 
the RI AB for oames with 10 or more runs. To see why this causes underestimation consider two sets of 
three games ecch. In one, 4 runs are scored 1n ecch game, and 1n the second there is one game with 12 runs 
end two games with no runs. Thus-each set averages 4 runs per game, but in the first set the average runs 
per at bat is o~ 118, whl1e in the second set the average runs per at bat Is 0.324/3 = 0.108. If the hits 
and walks data for the two sets of games have the same relationship 8S the runs per at bat, then the 
game-line run estimate for the second set wiH be low. I think that something along these lines happens 
when considering a team for an enUre season I but I oon't know how to verify this wIthout an extensive 
study and whether this presumed effect explains the large estimated vs. actual underestimates. 

Obviously there a lot of loose ends in the above analysis, but it 00es shed some light on the evaluation 
of the game-line run estimation technique. Presently, there seem to be two major problems. One is that 
the esUmates are very sensft1ve to the game-l1nes used. A sufficiently large set of game-Hoes should 
correct this problem. However t 8S the number of game-lines grows, the computer requires more memory 
and calculation time increases. The second problem is that the accuracy of the method is poor when app lied 
to team data The method may be accurate for extremely high or low levels of performance, but 1t 1s not 
clear how this can be verified. One possible solution to both problems is USing groups of game-lines 
selected to measure performance in a given range. For example. only hilJh run game lines miQht be used to 
evaluate outstanding offensive seasons. However. accumulating the appropriate sets of game-lines might 
be quite a chore. The whole question of whether the game-line estimation method can be a useful tool is up 
1n the air. The comments and Ideas of others are welcomed. Even 1f thIs goes nowhere, -I thank 8111 for 
presenting the method and providing me with a fascinating Lot~ 1-2-3. exercise. 

* * - * * 
nICK OIBRIEN continued from page 4 

batters without regard to. a runner on tirst base will, I submit, pay richer 
dividends than the automatic relapse into double play thinking. or it it's 
early in the game and our pitcher can't tbr~w"low strikes today" are we going Y 

to the bullpen tor one who can? 

Granted, I may be overstating the case against the use ot the double play 
strategy, but I tm equally certain that its blanket: use by certain managers 
whenever there are less than two outs and a runner occupies first base is 
eaually specious reasoning.. When you come down to the question ot whether 
or not to go for the double play the most important factor to consider is 
the batteris predicability patter against the man on the mound or his possible 
successor .. 

Davis Jackson1s statistical summary of the 1984 season,-The Last Word, shows 
(p .. 60) that both leagues convert 40% of double play opportunities (fram a low 
of 32% - Mariners and Phillies - to a high of 52% - Expos, Orioles and Cards). 
Thus when everything occurs according to the predictability pattern and in the 
right sequence a 52% success rate is the most one can hope for.. Is the game 
worth the candle? 

Itm certainly not arguing tor the abandonement of the use of the double play. 
There are many time it should and must be tried.. All that's- being suggested 
is that its questionable overall success rate be examined to determine its 
best use.. Defensive strategy should be determined on the best way of getting 
the batter out, not on getting the batter and the base runner out on the same 
play.. This should be true often--enough to discourage the automatic double play 
strategy syndrome.. ...:-~--
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